Country Brief: The Power of AT&T in India

India Service Portfolios

VPN Solutions
- AT&T Enhanced Virtual Private Network Services
- AT&T IP Enabled Frame Relay/Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) International Services
- AT&T Virtual Private Network Tunneling Services (IPSec Site-to-Site)
- AT&T Remote Access Services
- AT&T Business Internet Service
- AT&T Managed Networking Solutions — Router Management Option

Connectivity Solutions
- AT&T International End-to-End Frame Relay Services
- AT&T International End-to-End Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) Services
- AT&T International Private Line Services (Bi-Lateral)

Other Solutions
- AT&T Worldwide Calling Card
- Network Integration & Consulting Services

The AT&T Difference

Performance
- AT&T delivers unsurpassed application performance around the world
- Industry-leading IP performance backed by Global Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
- Experienced in-country networking professionals with intimate local knowledge

Agility
- AT&T’s commitment to Concept of One™ delivers an unmatched foundation for your dynamic IT
- AT&T’s VPN is the best platform for integrating services and applications

Control
- AT&T gives you unparalleled control and visibility over your integrated networking environment
- AT&T BusinessDirect® supports more applications, more users and more transactions than any other portal

Security
- AT&T’s unique framework ensures unequalled network security
- Incomparable network security expertise and range of capabilities
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